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Abstract
This module contains review questions and answers keyed to the module titled Jb0170: Java OOP:
A little more information about classes.
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2 Preface
This module contains review questions and answers keyed to the module titled Jb0170: Java OOP: A little
more information about classes 1 .
The questions and the answers are connected by hyperlinks to make it easy for you to navigate from the
question to the answer and back again.

3 Questions

3.1 Question 1 .
List two of the many names commonly used for variables dened within a class in Java.
Answer 1 (p. 5)

3.2 Question 2
List two of the many names commonly used for the functions dened within a class in Java.
Answer 2 (p. 5)
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3.3 Question 3
An object is said to have state and behavior . At any instant in time, the state of an object is determined
by the values stored in its (a)___________ and its behavior is determined by its (b)__________.
Answer 3 (p. 5)

3.4 Question 4
What keyword is used to cause a variable or method to become a
Answer 4 (p. 4)

class

variable or

class

method in Java?

3.5 Question 5
True or false? Instance variables and
class in Java.
Answer 5 (p. 4)

instance

methods can only be accessed through an object of the

3.6 Question 6
True or false? In Java, the class name alone is sucient for accessing class variables and
by joining the name of the class with the name of the variable or method using a colon.
Answer 6 (p. 4)

class

methods

3.7 Question 7
True or false? Show the general syntax of an empty class denition in Java.
Answer 7 (p. 4)

3.8 Question 8
True or false? The syntax for a class denition in Java requires a semicolon following the closing curly
bracket.
Answer 8 (p. 4)

What is the meaning of the following two images?

This image was inserted here simply to insert some space between the questions and the answers to keep
them from being visible on the screen at the same time.
The image is also an example of the kinds of things that we do in my course titled ITSE 2321, ObjectOriented Programming.
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This image was also inserted for the purpose of inserting space between the questions and the answers.
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4 Answers

4.1 Answer 8
False. Java does not require the use of a semicolon following the closing curly bracket in a class denition.
Back to Question 8 (p. 2)

4.2 Answer 7
class NameOfClass{}
Back to Question 7 (p. 2)

4.3 Answer 6
False. A colon is not used in Java. Instead, a period is used in Java.
Back to Question 6 (p. 2)

4.4 Answer 5
True.
Back to Question 5 (p. 2)

4.5 Answer 4
static
Back to Question 4 (p. 2)
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4.6 Answer 3
• (a) instance variables
• (b) methods

Back to Question 3 (p. 2)

4.7 Answer 2
Member functions and instance methods.
Back to Question 2 (p. 1)

4.8 Answer 1
Instance variables and attributes.
Back to Question 1 (p. 1)

5 Miscellaneous
This section contains a variety of miscellaneous information.
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